A novel rendering algorithm with a best-matching patch is proposed to address the noise artifacts associated with Monte Carlo renderings. First, in the sampling stage, the representative patch is selected through a modified patch shift procedure, which gathers homogeneous pixels together to stay clear of the edges. Second, each pixel is filtered over a discrete set of filters, where the range kernel is computed using the selected patches. The difference between the selected patch and the filtered value is used as the pixel error, and the single filter that returns the smallest estimated error is chosen. In the reconstruction stage, pixel colors are combined with features of depth, normal and texture to form a cross bilateral filter, which highly preserves scene details while effectively removing noise. Finally, a heuristic metric is calculated to allocate additional samples in difficult regions. Compared with state-of-the art methods, the proposed algorithm performs better both in visual image quality and numerical error.
Introduction
Rendering high-quality photorealistic images with limited samples is still a challenging task. Existing algorithms generate light paths through distributed samples in multidimensional space. A pixel value is then computed by integrating the light paths that reach it, either directly from the light source or indirectly from other objects. Monte Carlo ray tracing is employed to average the contribution of samples. However, it converges slowly and suffers from noise artifacts at low sampling rates, since the estimated variance decreases as O(1/N) with sample number N. In order to produce converged images with sparse samples, different types of adaptive sampling and reconstruction methods have been proposed.
Adaptive sampling refers to techniques that vary the sampling density according to pixel variance [1] - [3] . To determine which part requires more samples, a robust criterion is needed to measure the per-pixel error. Reconstruction methods, in contrast, compute output values with locally defined filters. The key issue is how to select optimal filter kernels, which are usually anisotropic and spatialvarying. Typically, reconstruction methods are coupled with adaptive sampling under an iterative framework, where the reconstruction error determines the sampling density. Two categories are usually adopted to address the adaptive sam- pling and reconstruction methods: multidimensional and image space rendering. Multidimensional methods [1] are performed in a non-local space, and each coordinate corresponds to a random parameter. Time, for instance, is considered to improve the quality of blurred motion scenes [4] . Recently, there has been renewed interest in image space rendering due to its simplicity and efficiency. A vast body of approaches [5] - [7] have been proposed to explore different types of variance reduction strategies in image space, and they are competitive with those specialized techniques. Pioneering efforts in image space methods are focused on reducing local variance. For example, a two-step approach was proposed by Mitchell [8] with a metric that considered human perception. Rousselle et al. [3] performed an MSE (mean squared error) analysis to select appropriate Gaussian filters that minimized the estimated error. However, these methods are limited to symmetric kernels and have difficulty in retaining details. Recently, novel approaches that adopt auxiliary information have achieved significant improvements. Features such as depths, surface normals and texture colors are usually less noisy than pixel colors, and they can be suitably used to determine filter weights. Another advantage of using these features is that they contain rich information about scene structures. Through combining features with multiscale filters, state-ofthe art algorithms remove noise significantly without quality degradation. For example, Stein's unbiased risk estimator (SURE) was employed [7] to select a suitable cross-bilateral filter. Rousselle et al. [9] used three candidate filters with spatial-varying sizes, and they computed the weighted average of them for the output. In particular, Moon et al. [5] utilized local weighted regression to select the bandwidths of the given features. Despite their impressive performance, these methods rely heavily on sophisticated error analyses (e.g., SURE), which can be inaccurate at low sampling rates and have large computational overheads.
In this paper, a novel two-step adaptive sampling and reconstruction algorithm is proposed. The core idea is to employ the patch shift [10] procedure, which is a common method that captures structure details from a nearby patch that best represents the textured region. After computing the F-divergence [11] of each neighboring patch, we select the one patch that gathers homogenous pixels together and then construct a guidance image with the selected patch. In addition, to make a trade-off between detail fidelity and noise reduction, a set of filters are designed with varying scales. Through computing the difference between the filtered value Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers and the guidance image, we propose an error metric to determine the optimal reconstruction kernel for each pixel. As the guidance image stays clear of edges and excludes structure details, our metric is easily computed and outperforms other methods, even at low sampling rates. In particular, the guidance image is also used to compute the range kernel, which reduces the impact of noise and returns more reasonable filter weights. Finally, more samples are distributed in difficult areas according to the estimated errors. Our experiments demonstrate that the new algorithm adjusts filter scales in a consecutive manner and gives improvements both to subjective and quantitative errors.
Related Works

Multidimensional Space Adaptive Rendering
Multidimensional space approaches perform error analyses with high dimensional samples. Coordinates such as time and lens are considered to remove noise in these domains. Hachisuka et al. [1] used a structure tensor to determine the extent of each sample in multidimensional space, which returned better results for effects such as motion blur. Lehtinen et al. [12] introduced a framework to reconstruct the indirect light field, and they improved the indirect illumination with sparse samples. Recently, methods that used frequency analyses in high dimensional space generated vivid images for special effects. Durand et al. [13] first described how the radiance frequency is altered by phenomena such as occlusion and shading. Bolin et al. [14] developed a framework with Haar wavelets. Based on the work of Durand, Soler et al. [15] proposed a sampling scheme to handle the effect of depth-of-field. Egan et al. performed Fourier analyses to simulate motion blur [4] and soft shadow [16] effects. Unfortunately, these methods only support limited effects and their theoretical analyses are rather difficult.
Image Space Adaptive Rendering
Image space algorithms receive more attention recently since they are simple while effective. Abundant information such as colors, features and variances are easy to save from most Monte Carlo renderers. The key idea is to adopt wellknown filters and then perform an error estimation for the filter outputs. Overbeck et al. [2] used wavelet thresholding to estimate the error of wavelet approximation, which was followed by an iterative procedure that distributed more samples in regions with high error. To utilize auxiliary features, many approaches used sophisticated filters to drive anisotropy reconstruction. Their core idea is to determine the weight with which a neighboring pixel contributes to the center pixel from the differences in features. Li et al. [7] , for instance, used cross-bilateral filter to combine features with pixel colors. They also proposed to use SURE estimator to select the suitable scale for each pixel. Rousselle et al. [17] split the samples into two buffers through a non-local means filter, which facilitated the estimation of variance. Kalantari et al. [18] revealed that there is a complex relationship between the scene data and the ideal parameters. They used a machine learning approach to learn the relationship and then drove suitable parameters for new scenes. However, this method did not minimize the output error directly. Liu et al. [19] designed a feature cluster to organize rendering space, and used regression analysis to model each cluster. Instead of varying filter scales, Rousselle et al. [9] carefully designed three filters and used the SURE estimator to compute a weighted average of them. Sen et al. [20] observed that features highly rely on the random parameters, which may lead to inaccurate estimations. They calculated the statistical dependency and used it to reduce the importance of samples affected by noise. An interesting contribution was given by Moon et al. [21] . They constructed a virtual flash image as the edge-stopping function, which preserved details that were not captured well by previous methods. Nevertheless, these feature-based methods typically required sophisticated error analyses, which can be expensive and inaccurate at low sampling rates.
Most recently, many approaches that employed novel theories provided impressive results. Sen et al. [22] employed the compressed sensing (CS) theory to accelerate Monte Carlo ray tracing. They rendered only a subset of pixels and then estimated the missing pixels under a CS framework. Ren et al. [23] constructed a radiance regression function (RRF) to represent the relationship between the indirect illumination and the local attributes. To employ the advanced spatially-invariant denoising techniques, Kalantari et al. [24] assumed that there was a parameter to be adjusted. They estimated pixel variances with the median absolute deviation and then denoise the image several times, each time using a unique noise level. Through characterizing pixels with a ray histogram, Delbracio et al. [25] determined whether two pixels should share their rays or not. However, the distance threshold was difficult to choose and it often over blured images. Based on sparse linear models, Moon et al. [6] estimated the prediction errors introduced by models with different windows, and they selected the optimal window to reconstruct pixel value. To see recent advances in Monte Carlo rendering, Zwicker et al. [26] gave a detailed description.
Best Matching Patch
Image denoising algorithms employ the weighted average of spatial neighbors to generate a noise-free result, which heavily relies on measurements of the local contrast. Given a noisy image N, the filtered value at pixel p is computed as:
Where the spatial kernel D and the range kernel R are typically Gaussian functions. Typically, patch Ω p has a profound impact on the filtered result. Previous methods used a patch that was centered at p, which may include structure details and thus obscures image details. For example, two adjacent pixels p and q lie at the center of patches Ω p and Ω q , respectively (the size of the patch is r). In this case, these two patches have a large overlap of size r×(r−1). Consequently, the filtered values should be similar even when p and q happen to be on the opposite sides of an edge. In other words, the choice of the pixel-centered patch fails to preserve details since it may include structure details.
To overcome this problem, a method that selects an appropriate patch was introduced by Cho et al. [10] , which is called a patch shift. Assuming the size of patch is r, there are r 2 patches that contain pixel p. The patch shift finds the one that best represents the local statistics of p, which means all the other pixels in this patch are statistically equivalent to p, and thus Ω p is least likely to contain structure details. A simple metric used in original patch shift is the tonal range:
Where N max (Ω p ) and N min (Ω p ) represent the largest and smallest intensities in Ω p , respectively. However, the tonal range only considers biases and ignores variance terms, which reduces the accuracy of structure detection.
In this paper, we use the F-divergence as the measurement to select a suitable patch, which is called a bestmatching patch. F-divergence is a type of convex function that is very sensitive to discontinuities, and it has been used in image processing and related areas. The F-divergence is defined as:
. Among the r 2 patches, we select the one with the minimum Fdivergence for each pixel. The selected best-matching patch reduces the probability of including geometrics when filtering the current pixel. As described in Fig. 1 , patches (red block and blue block for each pixel) that stay clear of the edge are chosen. They gather homogeneous pixels together to represent the textured regions that the considered pixels belong to. In our approach, the selected patch is used to estimate the filtered error, which then directs the selection of a suitable filter. Fig. 1 Denoising quality of conventional filter and patch shift filter. Conventional filter performs with a patch that is centered at the current pixel. Patch shift filter selects a patch that is least likely to contain edges and thus preserves structure details. Figure 2 demonstrates the framework of the new method. Starting from a set of initial samples, each pixel is iterated over the following two steps: sample distribution and filtering with an appropriate filter.
Adaptive Rendering Using a Best Matching Patch
First, an initial image is generated with a small number of samples, which are distributed using the Low Discrepancy procedure [27] . Second, each pixel selects its bestmatching patch via F-divergence, and we filter the initial image with the selected patch to form a guidance image. Third, each pixel is filtered with all the candidate filters in the filter bank. In particular, the guidance image is adopted to compute the range kernel instead of using an initial image. We then propose the use of a heuristic metric to calculate the difference between the filtered value and the guidance image. The difference is treated as the filtered error. For each pixel, the filtered value with the smallest error is chosen and flows into the output image. Finally, a new batch of samples are distributed according to the current estimated errors. This process is repeated until the sample budget is reached.
Guidance Image Generation
Reconstruction algorithms filter a noisy image to minimize the per-pixel MSE, which is estimated as the sum of bias and variance. The main challenge is how to select the appropriate filter scale for each pixel. Filters with large scales have little variance but a large degree of bias, and are suitable for noise reduction. Filters with small scales, however, have little bias and should be employed for complex pixels Fig. 2 The framework of our algorithm. to maintain clarity.
In this paper, we utilize the patch shift to generate a guidance image and then drive it to select the filter scale. After a small set of initial samples are distributed, an initial image N is rendered. N usually contains a lot of noise; however, it is enough for edge detection. For the guidance image, the pixel color G p of the pixel p is computed as the weighted combination of the neighbouring pixel values N q in the best-matching patch Ω p :
Where Ω p denotes the best matching patch of p.
is the local distance function between p and q, which will be explained in Sect. 4.2. The advantages of using a guidance image are twofold: First, as the selected patch is least likely to contain structure details, the guidance image represents the local statistics of current pixel exactly. Second, compared with N that was used in previous methods, the guidance image returns a more reasonable range kernel.
Filter Scale Selection
A main advantage of the new method is that it performs filter selection through the patch shift procedure, which is effective even at low sampling rates. Here, the cross-bilateral filter is adopted since it offers a nice compromise between quality and performance. Features of depths, texture colors and surface normals are calculated to form the feature buffer. However, our method is not limited to these three features. Other information such as caustics and visibility can be integrated into the framework easily.
As shown in Fig. 3 , features are usually less noisy than pixel colors. Thus, filter weights with feature content are more accurate. A cross-bilateral filter constructs the weighted term by blending samples from the differences in the spatial kernel, range kernel and feature kernel: 
Where |d p −d q | measures the distance of depth between these two pixels, and vice-versa for |t p −t q | and |n p −n q | (texture and normal). σ s , σ c and σ d (σ n ,σ r ) are the filter scales of the spatial, range and feature kernels, respectively. Pay attention to R(p − q): unlike previous methods that calculate |N p − N q | directly, we estimate the color difference using the guidance image |G p − G q |. Since the range kernel that uses the initial image N can be very noisy, some previous methods simply ignored the color term and set R(p − q) to 1. In our proposed method, however, we utilize the guidance image to calculate the color term. As shown in Fig. 4 , G is much less noisy than N and we use it to generate a more reasonable range kernel.
For specific effects such as motion blur and depth-offield, the features are also noisy. In this case, the filter weights are inaccurate if the sample means of these features are directly used. Sen et al. [20] computed the functional dependency of features using random parameters, and gave smaller weights to samples with higher dependencies. However, their method requires considerable computational time. Here we consider the feature variances to construct a normalized distance, which was also used in a previous approach [7] :
var dp + var dq (9) Where d p and var dp are the sample mean and variance of depth for pixel p, respectively. For noisy pixels with specific effects, their variances of features are relatively large. Thus the feature term |d p − d q | 2 is small and a large filter weight is generated even when |d p − d q | 2 is large. To select the optimal filter scale for each pixel, a robust criterion is needed to estimate the errors of the filtered colors. Our guidance image facilitates this procedure in twofold. First, to a certain extent, it is an approximation of the ground truth since it represents the local statistics of the current pixel. Second, it is less noisy while still keeping most structure details, which can be treated as an edgestopping function. Consequently, the filtered error is estimated as:
Where var p is the sample variance and I ip denotes the filtered value using the i-th filter in our filter bank. We compute the filtered error as two parts with weights equal to 0.25 and 1, giving a larger weight to the contrast term. The first part considers pixel variance to reduce the impact of noise, while the second part calculates the difference between the filtered value and the guidance image. Intuitively, for a complex pixel that contains edges, its filtered value with a large scale differs greatly with the guidance image. Thus, the new method tends to choose small scale filters to keep clarity. For simple pixels, however, the guidance image is closer to the filtered values that remove a lot of noise. In this case, our metric prefers choosing filters with large scales. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the guidance image is less noisy than the initial image. After selecting the optimal filters, noise is further removed while detail fidelity is kept. We show our scale selection map in Fig. 3 . It is clear that small filters tend to be used in structure edges, while large ones are employed in simple regions, which provides a nice trade-off between detail fidelity and noise reduction.
Adaptive Sampling
Adaptive rendering algorithms typically employ the reconstruction errors as a feedback to drive adaptive sampling. The sampling density should be proportional to the pixel error. To distribute more samples in difficult areas, we calculate the sampling function as:
Where I p is the filtered value using the selected filter, and ε is a small number to prevent the null denominator. Our sampling metric focuses on two points. One is that challenging areas acquire more samples, which is achieved by the variance and contrast term. Another one is that to distribute more samples in darker areas, the pixel luminance is included in the denominator. Thus, pixel p gets kS (p)/( j S ( j)) samples if there are k samples available. Figure 5 visualizes the sampling density of two scenes. It is obviously that areas with structure and geometric details obtain more samples.
Second Reconstruction
In general, the potential filter bank is very large and it is intractable to select the optimal one. Similar to previous approaches, we treat this problem by restricting the filter bank to a discrete set. However, this may cause discontinuities for neighboring pixels that select different filter scales, especially for scales that vary greatly. For example, in Fig. 6 , the filtered result of the teapot scene still presents some noise on the spout (Fig. 6 (a) ).
To avoid discontinuities caused by an abrupt change of filter scales, we recommend a second reconstruction where all the pixels use the same filter. A key issue is that the filter scale should be relatively small to avoid over smoothing. In practice, we found that the second reconstruction further reduced the rMSE, and it is more evident at low sampling rates. As shown in Fig. 6 (b) , our image with second reconstruction had the discontinuities removed, and it is closer to the reference image.
Analysis
In Fig. 7 , we show the improvements of F-divergence against tonal range. Both images were rendered by eight samples per pixel. This figure demonstrates that the tonal range fails to recognize structure details, thus pixels on the edges may be affected by neighbors with a different nature. Pay attention to the shadow edges on the lid of the teapot: edge details using a tonal range are over smoothed. The new method, however, considers the variance term and stays clear of edges. Consequently, our method yields clearer edge details and a smaller rMSE. In practice, we found that this phenomenon is more obvious at low sampling rates.
For the new algorithm, the patch size is a critical parameter that determines the number of pixels used for reconstruction. On the one hand, a large patch size groups more statistically equivalent pixels together. Nevertheless, it may also include geometric details and thus generates over-blurred images. On the other hand, the guidance image is similar to the initial image if too small of a patch size is adopted. In this situation, noise is hard to be removed. In Fig. 8 , we compare the performances of different patch sizes, which increase from two to seven. Small sizes (2, 3) always generate splotches, and considerable noise still exists. Too large sizes (6, 7), however, consume more time and result in a larger rMSE. In our current implementation, we set the patch size to five to make a trade-off, and it outperforms in most cases.
There are abundant features that relate to the scene de- tails. Previous approaches use novel features such as BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function), visibility and caustics [9] to compute filter weights. However, we found that these features may have poor performance at low sampling rates (such as 8-16 spp). For example, BRDF is typically noisier than texture. In this case, some of the finer details may be lost. Consequently, we still use depth, normal and texture to form the feature buffer. Figure 9 compares the images using BRDF and texture, respectively. It is clear that our method outperforms at keeping the foliage details.
Experiments
The proposed algorithm was generated on the top of PBRTv2 [27] . All the images were rendered by an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-3630 QM CPU with 8 GB RAM. The parameters of our method were set as σ c = 1, σ t = 0.2, σ d = 0.3 and σ n = 0.4. Our filter bank was constructed by varying spatial kernels such that σ s = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8. The patch size and scale of second reconstruction were set to five and one, respectively. In this section, we describe the evaluation in terms of visual image quality, render time and numerical error. The results show our advantages over three previous methods. The first method is a default approach (MC) that is available at PBRT renderer. The second method is the ray histogram fusion (RHF) proposed by Delbracio et al [25] . The distance threshold was set to 0.5 as suggested in the original paper. The last one is the feature-based method (RDFC) proposed by Rousselle et al [9] . The window size was set to 10 and all the other parameters were default values. All the reference images were produced by 2048 samples per pixel.
Visual Image Quality
In Fig. 10 , a "dragonfog" scene with many participating media is tested. All of the images were rendered with eight samples per pixel. The MC contains a lot of noise. Pay attention to the areas with the effect of soft shadow. RDFC fails to preserve the details because of its inaccurate error estimation at low sampling rates. It is clear that the feature information of texture gives fine details of the soft shadow. For the RHF, it over blurs the images since the absence of feature information. Compared with these methods, our method returns a more accurate error estimation and the tex- Fig. 9 Fine details using texture and BRDF. RDFC uses BRDF to form a feature buffer. However, BRDF may lead to the loss of some fine details. ture information facilitates our reconstructed result. Thus, our method preserves the fine details in the soft shadow areas, and is closest to the reference image. Furthermore, our method generates a smaller rMSE. Figure 11 demonstrates our advantages over previous methods in terms of visual image quality. All the images were rendered at a resolution of 800 × 800 pixels. The first scene is a challenging scene where most of the illumination is indirect. MC generated serious noise. For the RHF method, pixels that are not statistically equivalent may share their rays since they are characterized only by colors. Thus, RHF returned rather vague images and it over blurred edge structures on the floor. RDFC returned a better result than RHF, however, it also generated over-blurred scene details, especially on the teapot body. Compared with these methods, our method contained the least noise and generated clear details both on the floor and on the teapot body. The second scene was tested since it contains very complex geometries. Results obtained from the MC frequently showed noise because of its single sampling rate. RHF performed better than MC, however, it still contained considerable noise. RDFC produced relatively better details. However, as BRDF is nosier than textures, RDFC did not capture the foliage details very well. In contrast, our method selected the best-matching patch through F-divergence and provided a better error estimator. Consequently, our method performed better at keeping fine details on the foliage.
Time Consumption
Our algorithm was implemented on the PBRT renderer. To reduce the time consumption, only Y channel of the CIE(XYZ) color space is considered to compute the F- divergence. Then, pixel color of each channel is filtered with the best matching patch selected by Y channel to generate the guidance image. In general, our method consumes about four seconds to produce a guidance image with a resolution of 800 × 800 pixels.
In Table 1 , the performances of our method and RDFC are compared with the "dragonfog" scene. Both algorithms were tested at roughly equal render time. It is obviously that our method produces a better result and returns a smaller numerical error within the equal render time. For the RDFC method, it splits the samples into two half-buffers and computes the estimated error in each buffer. Thus, it needs a large amount of time even though only three candidate filters exist in its filter bank. Our method, however, uses only one channel to compute the guidance image and the accurate error estimations enable our filter bank to have a larger size. In practice, we found that our method consumes roughly equal time compared with RDFC while generating better images.
The comparison of render time between RHF and our method is visualized in Fig. 12 . RHF uses a statistical distance to analyse the ray color distribution associated with each pixel, and then determines whether two pixels can share their rays or not. Although its outstanding performce at reducing the consumption of samples, however, it typically requires a large amount of time to compute the ray his- Fig. 11 Comparison of our method with previous methods. MC contains much noise and RHF tends to over smooth images. RDFC presents visual satisfying details, however, some fine texture details may be lost. Our method presents a nice visual quality as well as rMSE. togram of each pixel. Furthermore, the distance threshold is hard to choose. As shown in the figure, a small distance (0.3) can not remove noise effectively, while a large distance (0.5) always over blurs details. Compared with RHF, our method returns clear details while consuming less time. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , the render time and rMSE of each image also highlight our advantages over previous methods.
Numerical Error Analysis
The relative MSE (img−re f ) 2 /(re f 2 +ε) proposed by Rousselle et al. [3] is adopted to describe the numerical error in this paper. Figure 13 contains a log-log convergence plots for the "dragonfog" scene, which used photomap as the Surface Integrator. It is obvious that our method outperforms the other three methods. Typically, RHF over blurs images at low sampling rates (8-32 spp) and returns a large rMSE. The main limitation of RHF is the choice of distance thresholding. Large ones remove noise significantly, however, they tend to over smooth images. In our experiments, we found that larger distances offer a nice rMSE at high sampling rates (e.g. 128 spp). RDFC typically presented the best visual quality and maintained most structure details. However, it is challenging for RDFC to pre-filter features at low sampling rates. Compared with these methods, our method returns a smaller numerical error at the same sampling rates. Figure 14 demonstrates the noise levels before and after our method. We compare the pixel values along the green line in the red block. It is obvious that our method keeps consistent with the reference image, which highlights our efficiency of removing noise.
Limitations
The efficiency of our algorithm is quite dependent on the feature information. For a scene with specific effects such as motion blur, the related features can be rather noisy either. In this case, our method does not show obvious help for determining the reasonable filter weights. Another main limitation of our method is the generation of guidance image. To treat scenes presenting very complex geometries, the patch size should be relatively small to preserve structure details in the selected patch. However, this may lead to a trivial result that fails to return accurate error estimations.
Conclusion and Future Work
A novel rendering algorithm that selects the best-matching patch for each pixel is presented in this paper. The proposed algorithm recognizes statistically equivalent pixels through a patch shift procedure, which computes F-divergence to better handle structure detection and enables us to measure the reconstruction quality for spatial-varying kernels. Through computing the difference between the selected patch and the filtered value, per-pixel error is estimated accurately and then used to select appropriate filter scales. In addition, we use the guidance image to compute range kernel, which returns more reasonable filter weights. Experimental results demonstrate that the new algorithm can handle various effects and returns better results both in visual quality as well as numerical error.
Inspired by the patch shift procedure, on possible future direction is to implement the framework on feature filtering. For complex scenes that present noisy features, the proposed framework can be used as a prefiltering approach to improve the robustness of cross-bilateral filter. In addition, an improvement is intended to select various patch sizes for different pixels. We will also explore the extensions of our method targeted at wave rendering field.
